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ABSTRACT 

On March 21, 2022, the White House warned that Moscow is exploring options to 
attack US critical infrastructure in response to economic sanctions levied on Russia 
following its 2022 invasion of Ukraine. On May 25, 2023, the U.S. State Department 
issued a similar warning regarding Beijing’s capabilities and intentions. As revision-
ist powers seek to disrupt the international order and cyber threats to critical infra-
structure persist, the Department of Defense (DoD) must effectively position its cyber 
forces and capabilities to defend against cyber-attacks before they hit the homeland. 
An attack against the US power grid could result in multiple failures in life-sustaining 
infrastructure and significantly impact Joint Force power-projection capabilities. U.S. 
Northern Command (USNORTHCOM) must work closely with U.S. Cyber Command 
(USCYBERCOM) to orchestrate federal and non-federal stakeholders’ cyber authori-
ties, capabilities, and equities to posture DoD cyber forces to respond with speed and 
agility. However, the myriad of federal cyber laws, regulations, authorities, and public 
and private sector stakeholder equities could impede DoD’s response efforts. National 
cybersecurity is “a team sport,” but players tend to use different playbooks or play 
by different rules. Tools such as a DoD “Complex Catastrophe Cyber Stakeholders, 
Communications, Authorities, and Narratives” (C3 SCAN) framework could enable 
USNORTHCOM and USCYBERCOM to foster collaboration, validate plans and orders, 
enumerate and prioritize mission-relevant terrain in cyberspace, and ensure readiness 
for Defense Support to Cyber Incident Response (DSCIR). 
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POSTURING U.S. CYBER FORCES TO DEFEND 
THE HOMELAND 

When a cyber-attack can deliver the same dam-
age or consequences as a kinetic attack, it re-
quires national leadership and close coordina-
tion of our collective resources, capabilities and 
authorities.

 —The President's National Infrastructure  
     Advisory Council 1

Enemy attacks resulting in infrastructure damage 
are not new. As war raged throughout the Europe-
an and Asia-Pacific regions, adversaries penetrated 
and maneuvered throughout key United States East 
Coast supply chain nodes starting in January, which 
eventually resulted in the deaths of thousands of peo-
ple over the following several months. In February, 
adversarial attacks against one Southern California 
oil refinery generated mass hysteria across the West 
Coast. Adversaries operated undetected throughout 
the spring despite shared threat intelligence and 
lessons from the United States’ allied partner in the 
weeks and months preceding the initial attacks. 
During the February attack, electricity and electro-
magnetic spectrum outages across Los Angeles and 
San Diego stemmed from the inability of the U.S. mil-
itary and local authorities to coordinate responses, 
which exacerbated the already chaotic and confusing 
situation that day. Due to the war overseas, the mil-
itary committed the preponderance of its focus and 
effort to operations abroad, resulting in an inability 
to surge forces to counter adversaries’ asymmetric 
attacks against the homeland. While new federal 
authorities enabled innovative public and private 
sector partnerships and capabilities to thwart the 
malicious activities, the impact on the Northeast fuel 
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supply chain forced nationwide gasoline rationing throughout the next two years because 
of Germany’s Operation Drumbeat, launched on January 14, 1942.

INTRODUCTION

In the above vignette, German and Japanese submarine attacks against vulnerable targets 
along America's shorelines at the onset of World War II are an example of a complex ca-
tastrophe, which the federal government defines as:

Any natural or man-made incident, including cyberspace attack, power grid 
failure, and terrorism, which results in cascading failures of multiple, interde-
pendent, critical, life-sustaining infrastructure sectors and causes extraordi-
nary levels of mass casualties, damage or disruption severely affecting the 
population, environment, economy, public health, national morale, response 
efforts, and/or government functions.2 

Operation Drumbeat illustrates how the U.S. was unprepared to counter the asymmetric 
attacks against merchant shipping across the East Coast by the Germans and the Santa 
Barbara Bankline Company aviation fuel storage farm by the Japanese, nor could it handle 
their non-kinetic effects.3 The ominous potential for increased attacks threatened to plum-
met national oil supplies to intolerable levels, harming American and Allied war efforts and 
resulting in the death of thousands of seamen and civilians.4 The grim outlook compelled 
greater unified action between the federal government, public, and private sector to detect 
and thwart the adversary.5   

Though cyber-attacks on U.S. critical infrastructure may likely not produce the same dev-
astating effects as German U-boats, America's fragmented and disorganized coastal defenses 
and delayed and unsynchronized military response actions in 1942 are worth some reflec-
tion.6 Today, sophisticated cyber actors have the potential to exploit information and commu-
nication systems vulnerabilities to establish undetected access and control of these systems 
and produce detrimental effects. 

As the Russo-Ukrainian war continues, Moscow increases its aggression against the West, 
U.S.-China tensions over Taiwan and other issues increase, and the U.S. faces the threat of 
sophisticated cyber-attacks against its critical infrastructure. On March 21, 2022, the White 
House warned that Moscow is exploring options to attack U.S. critical infrastructure in re-
sponse to economic sanctions on Russia following its full-scale invasion of Ukraine. On May 
25, 2023, the U.S. State Department warned that Beijing could launch cyber-attacks against 
oil and gas pipelines and rail systems after Microsoft analysts identified the campaign, 
dubbed Volt Typhoon, “could disrupt critical communications infrastructure between the 
United States and Asia region during future crises.”7 
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While the Department of Homeland Security’s (DHS) Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Secu-
rity Agency (CISA) collaborates with organizations to protect U.S. critical infrastructure, their 
efforts are more passive.8 The Department of Defense (DoD) is ultimately responsible for pos-
turing cyber forces for active defense against complex cyber-attacks by countering and blunt-
ing the offensive efforts of foreign adversaries. However, the myriad of federal cyber laws, reg-
ulations, and authorities; DoD inter- and intra-organizational relationships (e.g., interagency 
and intelligence community); and public and private stakeholder equities could hinder DoD's 
ability to prepare and respond with speed and agility in cyberspace.9 National cybersecurity is 
"a team sport," as fittingly described by the U.S. Cyber Command (USCYBERCOM) Commander 
and Director of the National Security Agency (NSA), General Paul Nakasone.10 Still, players on 
the same team may use different playbooks or play by different rules.

This article provides a methodology on how the DoD should team with CISA, the FBI, and 
other federal and non-federal stakeholders to counter, prevent, or minimize the impacts of 
large-scale cyber-attacks against US critical infrastructure networks. Russian aggression, geo-
political tensions, and future strategic threat assessments highlight the need for unified action 
in cyberspace. DoD – specifically, U.S. Northern Command (USNORTHCOM) and supporting 
cyber forces from USCYBERCOM – must understand the laws and policies that could affect (ei-
ther hinder or enable) DoD cyber protection and offensive operations before, during, and after a 
complex cyber-attack against the homeland. While DoD cyber force and capability positioning 
are important planning factors, DoD’s ability to effectively orchestrate stakeholders’ cyber au-
thorities, capabilities, and equities to protect against, prevent, mitigate, respond to, and recover 
from complex catastrophes of this scope and scale is paramount.11  

Background

In 2018, the then-USNORTHCOM Commander, General Terrance O’Shaughnessy, proclaimed 
that the U.S. homeland is no longer a sanctuary.12 He aptly forecasted that cyber-attacks ex-
ploiting against personal, commercial, and government infrastructure vulnerabilities would 
continue to increase. During conflict, the United States should expect attacks against critical 
defense, government, and economic infrastructure.13 Some of the ways in which the US has 
sought to prepare for such attacks include: General O'Shaughnessy’s proclamation, National 
Security Presidential Memorandum-13, “United States Cyber Operations Policy;” the work of 
the Cyberspace Solarium Commission, the White House's Executive Order on Improving the 
Nation's Cybersecurity, and National Security Memorandum on Improving Cybersecurity for 
Critical Infrastructure Control Systems. These have all laid the foundational steps to reduce the 
likelihood and impact of significant consequences from cyber-attacks against critical infra-
structure.14 They and other National cybersecurity policies and legislative reforms signify a 
notable shift by the federal government from the status quo.15

National Security Memorandum (NSM)-8, “Improving the Cybersecurity of National Secu-
rity, Department of Defense and Intelligence Community Systems,” released on January 19, 
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2022, is especially noteworthy. In essence, the memorandum makes Executive Order 14028 
more effective.16 Specifically, the order calls for unity of effort and collaboration between the 
National Manager for National Security Systems (also the Director of NSA and Commander 
of USCYBERCOM) and the CISA Director.17 These new roles and responsibilities allow DoD 
to orchestrate cyber authorities, capabilities, and stakeholders' equities to best posture the 
Joint Force to detect, deter, and defeat malicious cyber-attacks targeting vulnerable critical 
infrastructure.18

Strategic Threat Assessment

Current assessments from the U.S. intelligence community indicate that peer adversaries 
seek to employ cyber warfare capabilities to degrade DoD networks, hold national infrastruc-
ture at risk, and delay and disrupt US ability to project forces globally.19 Joint Force power 
projection is both a critical military capability and critical vulnerability as more than 80% of 
U.S. critical infrastructure is owned and operated by the private sector.20 And given the open 
and interdependent nature of the Internet, the U.S. and other democratic nations are more sus-
ceptible to cyber-attacks against critical infrastructure than countries with restrictive Internet 
systems.21 Due to these vulnerabilities and the capability of adversaries, these threats could 
result in significant damage across the United States, severely impacting national security. 

Nation-states like Russia and China and non-state criminal actors can target and tempo-
rarily disrupt critical infrastructure with their existing cyber capabilities.22 For example, at 
midnight on December 23, 2015, the Russian threat actor, Sandworm, infiltrated and shut off 
a Ukrainian power grid, leaving over 225,000 people without power for six hours in tempera-
tures near zero degrees Fahrenheit.23 This attack is even more concerning after Sandworm 
targeted and infiltrated U.S. energy facilities in 2014 with the malware discovered in Ukraine’s 
critical infrastructure cyber-attacks. It illustrates Russia’s ability to assess capabilities on other 
critical infrastructures before utilizing them to meet strategic objectives.24 On July 19, 2021, 
the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) indicted four Chinese cyber actors for their illicit computer 
network exploitation activities targeting victims in the defense industrial base, the federal gov-
ernment, manufacturing, maritime, and transportation sectors, amongst others.25 DOJ also in-
dicted three Russian officials on March 24, 2022, for their targeted hacking campaigns against 
U.S. energy sector computer hardware, software, and operational technology systems between 
2012 and 2017.26 These examples highlight Russia and China’s intentions and cyberwarfare 
capabilities targeting U.S. critical infrastructure, enabling Moscow and Beijing to make effec-
tive defenses difficult to establish.27 

U.S. Power Grid and Implications of Complex Catastrophes

The continental United States (CONUS) consists of three power grids – Eastern Interconnec-
tion, Western Interconnection, and Electric Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT), as depicted in 
Figure 1. Three components comprise power grids: generation, transmission, and distribution. 
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Generation consists of traditional power plants utilizing fossil fuels, renewable power sources, 
and energy storage equipment for variable power sources like wind power. Transmission is 
the long-distance power lines and the step-up and step-down substations to transform the 
power for long-distance travel. Distribution consists of the assets that deliver power to the 
customers, private and commercial, and managed privately in regulated states. 

Figure 1. Continental United States' Three Power Grid Sectors28

The 2013 Presidential Policy Directive-21, “Critical Infrastructure Security and Resilience,” 
identifies the energy sector as vital because it enables all critical infrastructure sectors.29 
Following a sophisticated cyber-attack, a catastrophic failure in one or more of the three 
grids could lead to significant casualties, especially in colder or hot climates. The hundreds 
of lives lost during the winter 2021 ERCOT power outage illustrate the potential impact of 
unmitigated power failure.30 

A shared understanding of DoD inter- and intra-organizational relationships, roles, respon-
sibilities, and stakeholder equities would increase preparedness across the federal govern-
ment, public, and private sector. Under joint doctrine, USNORTHCOM and U.S. Indo-Pacific 
Command (USINDOPACOM) are responsible for “defending against, mitigating, and defeat-
ing cyberspace threats.” However, only USCYBERCOM possesses the cyber expertise and 
intelligence apparatus to respond to such a crisis.31 In short, USNORTHCOM and USINDOPA-
COM are the supported commands, and USCYBERCOM is the supporting command in com-
plex catastrophes in the homeland.32 

In 2012, Commander of USNORTHCOM, General Charles Jacoby, Jr., forecasted that 
USNORTHCOM’s role could be much broader than Defense Support of Civilian Authori-
ties (DSCA) operations.33 During a complex catastrophe in CONUS, USNORTHCOM would 
likely activate one or more of its Joint Task Forces (JTFs) and execute DSCA operations  
following requests for assistance for cyberspace incident response, law enforcement support, 
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or other domestic activities.34 In particular, Defense Support to Cyber Incident Response 
(DSCIR) – included within the DSCA framework – authorizes the DoD to support federal 
departments and agencies for asset and threat response to cyber incidents outside the DoD 
Information Network.35 

According to several authors, a scenario involving a cyber-attack against the U.S. power grid 
highlights the perennial challenges of the increasing volatility, uncertainty, complexity, and 
ambiguity in the current environment and forecasted future. A complex catastrophe is an in-
tractable crisis that is predictable but not influenceable.36 In other words, the federal govern-
ment can acknowledge that a cyber-attack could occur but cannot prevent or effectively respond 
because required capabilities exceed those of the public and private sectors. USNORTHCOM 
DSCIR operations thus continually require that federal and non-federal governmental stake-
holders to enumerate DoD's mission-relevant terrain in cyberspace (e.g., key servers, systems, 
and network infrastructure), integrate cyber response capabilities, and ensure unified action.37 

Unified Action in Cyberspace

DoD must prepare cyber forces to, directly and indirectly, enable DSCIR operations, either 
directly or indirectly and for prolonged periods, because current and future challenges in cy-
berspace require sustained speed, agility, and ready resources. Building capability and capac-
ity for DoD cyber protection and offensive cyberspace operations should focus on posturing 
forces with appropriate cyber authorities and knowledge of stakeholders equities. Cyber forces 
must effectively collaborate with federal government, public, and private stakeholders as cyber 
authorities and capability employment may require support or advocacy from these entities.

Unified action in cyberspace requires USNORTHCOM to synchronize and coordinate USCY-
BERCOM, CISA, and other federal and non-federal entities’ cyber authorities and capabilities 
to achieve unity of effort before and throughout a complex catastrophe.38 As many DoD mission 
functions rely on privately-owned information technology companies (e.g., cloud computing, 
Internet service providers, and global supply chain), DoD must build trust with these compa-
nies since the military has no direct authority over them.39 General Nakasone recognizes this 
challenge and is actively working to bridge the gap by engaging with industry, academia, and 
international partners to establish bidirectional information exchanges to prevent and bolster 
the nation’s defenses against cyberthreats, including launching the NSA Cybersecurity Collab-
oration Center in 2021 and expanding the USCYBERCOM Under Advisement program.40 

The unregulated information environment makes people more susceptible to misinforma-
tion, propaganda, and/or radicalization, and this poses additional challenges in DoD’s efforts to 
counter and thwart adversaries’ attempts to exploit critical infrastructure vulnerabilities. This 
misinformation may negatively impact DoD cyberspace operations with public and private 
sector stakeholders.41 Throughout a complex catastrophe and DSCA response operations, an 
adversary could launch an influence campaign to sow fear, doubt, and confusion amongst the 
American people. In addition to the impacts of denial, degradation, disruption, or destruction 
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of critical infrastructure, foreign and domestic mis- or disinformation could erode the public 
trust vital for the federal government and DoD to respond to and restore cyber and infrastruc-
ture security. For example, attacks on media outlets could cause news blackouts and impede 
the federal government’s ability to communicate directly with citizens, sowing additional un-
certainty and fear.42 USCYBERCOM could support here as it increases its efforts to link cyber-
space operations with information operations more tightly.43 

To make timely and accurate decisions concerning these events, commanders require the 
necessary information and intelligence to coordinate with other DoD, the federal govern-
ment, and public and private sector stakeholders. Commanders’ staff and subordinate com-
manders must rapidly and accurately capture, manage, process, and act upon the deluge 
of data and information to enable decision-making throughout a complex catastrophe, as 
illustrated in Figure 2. 

Joint Force commanders, planners, and cyber forces must integrate across the diplomatic, 
informational, military, economic, finance, intelligence, and law enforcement instruments of 
national power in various arrangements of supported and supporting relationships. This level 
of coordination requires a firm understanding of each governmental agency’s current cyber-
space authorities and a great emphasis on the information and intelligence instruments in 
the initial hours and days of the complex catastrophe. Additionally, public and private sector 
stakeholders also require timely cyber threat intelligence information. Rapid detection and 
attribution of malicious cyber activity efforts enable the federal government, allies, and part-
ners to leverage appropriate authorities to expel adversaries from network infrastructure and 
impose costs on them.45  
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According to the U.S. Department of State, when allied and partner nations contribute, at-
tribution becomes more impactful to deterrence and legitimizes responsive actions.46 Critical 
intelligence-sharing between the U.S. and Ukraine exposed Russia's malign intentions before 
its 2022 invasion of Ukraine. When Russian forces began deploying on Ukraine’s borders in 
late 2021, USCYBERCOM deployed a “hunt team” to collaborate with mission partners and 
“gain critical insights that have increased homeland defense for both the United States and 
Ukraine.”47 Overall, unified action enhances DoD's ability to deter and respond to cyber threats 
and attacks with speed and agility.48

Cyber Mission Force Authorities to Defend the Homeland

Suppose DoD's “defend forward” operations should fail.49 In that case, adversaries pene-
trating America's borders with a sophisticated cyber-attack against the U.S. power grid would 
impact energy, banking, finance, transportation, communication, and the defense industrial 
base.50 The DoD will respond to a catastrophe of this type as outlined in Presidential Policy 
Directive-41, “United States Cyber Incident Coordination.”51 Specifically, USCYBERCOM’s Cy-
ber National Mission Force teams would detect, deter, and, if necessary, defeat adversaries in 
cyberspace. Cyber protection teams would also hunt for adversaries in DoD networks and non-
DoD mission partners or critical infrastructure networks.52 The Fiscal Year (FY) 2019 National 
Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) authorized USCYBERCOM to enable Joint Force and Inter-
agency partners – namely DHS, the Department of Energy, and the FBI – to work on energy 
infrastructure security.53 Given its mission to defend the homeland, USNORTHCOM must have 
a shared understanding of command relationships and authorities with USCYBERCOM, CISA, 
and the FBI. This clarity will enable USNORTHCOM to coordinate and deconflict cyber forces’ 
operations with other interagency activities.

 
Figure 3. National Cybersecurity Roles and Responsibilities54 
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As depicted in Figure 3, DoD's (i.e., USNORTHCOM and USCYBERCOM) close coordination 
with DHS/CISA and the greater interagency and intelligence community would enable cyber 
forces to detect, target, attribute and respond to complex cyber-attacks against the homeland. 
For example, USCYBERCOM’s operations following adversaries’ attacks against the Colonial 
Pipeline and José Batista Sobrinho (JBS) U.S.A. beef plants in 2021 demonstrated the successful 
level of coordination required between these agencies.55 During these events, DoD contributed 
directly and indirectly to the intelligence community’s attribution processes; hence, sound 
information-sharing and knowledge management activities – key components of cyberspace 
joint targeting coordination – were effectively executed.56 Likewise, Joint Force cyberspace op-
erations planners must clearly understand capabilities, requirements, operational limitations, 
liaisons, and legal considerations to optimize intelligence coordination.57 

Looking externally, USNORTHCOM – in partnership with USCYBERCOM – must build con-
sensus with decision-makers and public and private sector stakeholders before, during, and 
after a complex catastrophe. As outlined in Figure 4, USNORTHCOM and DoD cyber forces 
must understand and leverage several titles of the U.S. Code when collaborating with stake-
holders to detect, deter, and defeat cyber-attacks against the U.S. power grid and other critical 
infrastructure.58 

U.S. Code – U.S. Government Cyberspace Operations Authorities
Continental U.S. Complex Cyber-Attack Response Planning Considerations (USNORTHCOM)

Figure 4. United States Code and DoD Cyberspace Operations Authorities59

• Title 6 (Domestic Security) – Assigns the Secretary of Homeland Security statutory authority to secure U.S. cyberspace. 
     - In addition to USCYBERCOM's authority to enable DHS/CISA Title 6 cybersecurity efforts, cyber forces assigned to USNORTHCOM could partner  

 with DHS/CISA in a supported and supporting capacity.
•  Title 10 (Armed Forces) – Assigns the Secretary of Defense statutory authority to organize, train, and equip U.S. forces for military  

operations in cyberspace.  
     - USCYBERCOM and USNORTHCOM should ensure the adequate capability and capacity of supporting cyber forces and liaison officers,  

 and routinely validate Request for Forces packages.
• Title 18 (Crimes and Criminal Procedure) and Title 28 (Judiciary and Judicial Procedure) – Assigns the Attorney General statutory  

authority to conduct crime prevention, apprehension, and prosecution of criminals operating in cyberspace. 
 - In addition to USCYBERCOM's authority to enable DOJ/FBI Title 18 cybersecurity efforts, cyber forces assigned to USNORTHCOM could partner  

 with DOJ/FBI in a supported and supporting capacity.
• Title 32 (National Guard) – Statutory authority for Army and Air National Guard forces to conduct domestic consequence management. 
 - The National Guard operates under Title 10 authorities if activated for federal service. 
 - State governors may employ National Guard CPTs in a State Active Duty status at a state governor's direction, non-Title 10 or 32.
• Title 40 (Public Buildings, Property, and Works) – Statutory authority for all federal departments and agencies to establish and enforce 

standards for the acquisition and security of information technologies.
 - USNORTHCOM and supporting cyber forces should collaborate with federal government critical infrastructure stakeholders via Title 40,   

 leveraging other titles under the U.S. Code (e.g., Titles 6, 10, 32).  
• Title 44 (Public Printing and Documents) – Statutory authority for all federal departments and agencies to perform activities outlined in 

DoD Instruction, 8530.01, Cybersecurity Activities Support to DoD Information Network Operations. 
 - USNORTHCOM and supporting cyber forces should collaborate with DoD stakeholders via Title 44, leveraging other titles under the U.S. Code.  
• Title 50 (War and National Defense) – Statutory authority for Commands, Services, and agencies under the DoD and intelligence community 

agencies aligned under the Office of the Director of National Intelligence to secure U.S. interests by conducting military and foreign intelligence 
operations in cyberspace.

 - USNORTHCOM and supporting cyber forces should work and collaborate with the intelligence community, leveraging other titles under the U.S. Code.
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In addition to USNORTHCOM and DoD cyber forces leveraging the above authorities and 
respective federal agencies to counter, blunt, and actively defend the homeland in cyber-
space, aspects of Title 10 and 18 warrant additional analysis. First, Chapter 13 of Title 10 
(also known as the “Insurrection Act”) and the Robert T Disaster Relief and Emergency As-
sistance Act grant the President of the United States to use the Armed Forces to help restore 
public order.60 Next, Section 1835 of Title 18, the Posse Comitatus Act (PCA), prohibits the 
use of the U.S. military in civilian law enforcement.61 However, homeland defense is a Con-
stitutional exception to the PCA.62 Thus, USNORTHCOM and supporting cyber forces can 
leverage Title 18 and the PCA to coordinate DoD cyber response operations with DOJ/FBI. 
Further, the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act of 1986 permits U.S. law enforcement and in-
telligence agencies to conduct lawfully authorized activities and does not constrain military 
cyber operations.63  

The U.S. Cyberspace Solarium Commission made considerable progress between 2019 and 
2021 in removing national cybersecurity legislative barriers. As of 2022, notable milestones 
included 1) the establishment, nomination, and confirmation of a National Cyber Director; 2) 
provisions to strengthen CISA; 3) codification of Sector Risk Management Agencies; 4) estab-
lishing a Joint Cyber Planning Office; and 5) a force structure assessment of the U.S. Cyber 
Mission Force. Furthermore, the President's Budget Request included $20 million to estab-
lish a Cyber Response and Recovery Fund to support asset-response activities and provide 
technical assistance following the declaration of a “cyber state of distress” by the Secretary 
of Homeland Security, in consultation with the National Cyber Director.64 Despite this prog-
ress, laws such as the Defense Production Act and Federal Power Act may hinder DoD's cyber 
protection operations as private sector entities or public utilities may be reluctant to join or 
refrain altogether from efforts to mitigate dependencies on foreign-sourced information and 
communications technology and remediating cybersecurity vulnerabilities under the federal 
government's direction.65 

Given these dynamics and new legislation, USNORTHCOM, its JTFs, and supporting cyber 
forces must remain aware of and sensitive to private and public stakeholders’ interests and find 
common ground. Private and public entities primarily tend to the prosperity and success of 
their enterprises, while the federal government focuses on the US and its security. Additional-
ly, private companies have global business partnerships and work with federal and non-federal 
entities.66 International business relations can put U.S. companies in tricky situations, making 
decisions that may accommodate one entity but offend another. In short, establishing shared 
trust between the DoD, federal government, and public and private sector stakeholders is com-
plex but essential in protecting and defending critical infrastructure.67 

In addition to its ongoing “Shields Up” campaign – launched during Russia’s build-up for 
its invasion of Ukraine – CISA has taken significant steps to build trust, including creating 
the Joint Cyber Defense Collaborative (JCDC) in August 2021, following provisions outlined 
within the FY 2021 NDAA. The goals of the JCDC are to “unify defensive actions and drive 
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down risk in advance of cyber incidents occurring” and “strengthen the nation’s cyber defens-
es through planning, preparation, and information sharing.”68 Key U.S.-based, non-governmen-
tal JCDC partners include Microsoft, Google Cloud, Amazon Web Services, and cybersecurity 
providers, such as CrowdStrike, Mandiant, Palo Alto Networks, Cisco, and Symantec.69 Addi-
tionally, Congress’ passage of cyber incident-reporting legislation on March 11, 2022, enables 
CISA to collaborate and receive cyber threat intelligence reports from the private sector to 
protect, defend, and respond to cyber-attacks on critical infrastructure.70 Sharing information 
makes good business sense due to the cost of adversarial attacks and legal impacts affecting 
public and private sector organizations. Most notably, due to the potential cyber-attacks by Rus-
sia in retaliation for the US response to the invasion, US Congress enacted the Cyber Incident 
Reporting for Critical Infrastructure Act into law on March 15, 2022. The Act requires owners 
and operators of critical infrastructure to report cyber incidents to CISA within 72 hours and 
ransomware demands within 24 hours.71 The new cyber reporting law takes effect when

CISA promulgates rules to define the entities within the critical infra-
structure sectors that will be impacted by [the] law and the types of 
substantial cyber incidents it covers. The [law] requires CISA to issue 
a notice of proposed rulemaking on these definitions within 24 months 
from the date of the bill's enactment and issue a final rule within 18 
months of issuing the proposed rule.72 

In addition to developing a shared understanding of CISA and other federal cyber author-
ities, the Joint Force and federal and state governments should capitalize on the capabilities 
of the National Guard and Reserve cyber forces. According to Lieutenant General Jon Jensen, 
Director of the Army National Guard, forces gain mission-relevant experience as they rotate 
through USCYBERCOM in a Title 10 status.73 USCYBERCOM also benefits from these rota-
tions since most National Guard and Reserve members perform cybersecurity in their civil-
ian jobs and bring great perspectives and knowledge. Their operational experience should 
be leveraged to build and strengthen ties between their home stations and local governments 
and public and private sector entities where they live and work, thereby building strategic 
depth, one of General Nakasone's objectives.74 

Before, during, and after a complex catastrophe, the relationships built by National Guard 
and Reserve cyber personnel are foundational for improving coordination and cooperation. 
Guard and Reserve forces can function as primary liaisons between DoD and others concerned 
with cybersecurity, improving shared understanding and building trust. National Guard cy-
ber protection teams would conduct initial cyber incident response operations in a State Ac-
tive Duty status under the direction of a state governor.75 Regardless of status, USNORTHCOM 
should routinely seek opportunities to leverage Title 10 cyber authorities with Title 32 au-
thorities to activate National Guard and Reserve members during complex catastrophe cyber 
mission rehearsal exercises. 
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Protecting U.S. critical infrastructure from cyber-attacks primarily rests with CISA, but DoD 
has limited cyber authorities within the public and private sectors. However, General Naka-
sone's new role as the National Manager puts NSA on equal footing for providing recommen-
dations to the Secretary of Defense, the Director of National Intelligence, and the Committee 
on National Security Systems to improve the detection of cyber incidents affecting these sys-
tems.76 Combined NSA and CISA authorities, capabilities, insights, and partnerships enhance 
USNORTHCOM DSCIR and DoD cyber force operational readiness.

Orchestrating Authorities, Capabilities, and Equities

As the DoD continues building capability and capacity to detect, deter, and defeat cyber-
space threats against the homeland, it should expect resistance from external federal govern-
ment and public and private sector entities. The Services may also push back given their focus 
on modernization plans, budget prioritization, and operations abroad. Thus, a DoD “Complex 
Catastrophe Cyber Stakeholders, Communications, Authorities, and Narratives” (C3 SCAN) 
framework could assist USNORTHCOM and USCYBERCOM in effectively planning, prioritiz-
ing, and executing complex catastrophe DSCIR operations.77 

This framework could serve as an information and knowledge management tool, enabling 
the Office of the Secretary of Defense to facilitate DoD cyberspace communication and col-
laboration with CISA and other public and private sector stakeholders.78 The DoD C3 SCAN 
accounts for the local contexts of each stakeholder that could be involved, including their cyber 
equities, authorities, primary communications channels, and stakes in DoD’s mission-relevant 
terrain in cyberspace. It also accounts for stakeholders’ and organizations’ roles in USNORTH-
COM DSCIR operations.79 The C3 SCAN would capture the various information flows, means, 
and narratives that serve as tools for guiding DoD senior leaders’ strategic communications 
and key leader engagements with stakeholders, including allies and partner nations. Former 
USNORTHCOM Deputy Commander and National Infrastructure Advisory Council (NIAC) 
member, retired Lieutenant General Reynold Hoover, emphasizes open communications, stra-
tegic messaging, and engagement with key critical infrastructure stakeholders for effective 
response operations in the homeland.80

USNORTHCOM, its JTFs, and supporting cyber forces know the various cyber authorities 
necessary to work with and through its various partners in different situations. Section 6 
of Executive Order 14028 directed DHS (i.e., CISA) to “develop a standard set of operational 
procedures (playbook) to be used in planning and conducting cybersecurity vulnerability 
and incident response activity respecting [Federal Civilian Executive Branch] Information 
Systems.”81 Through persistent engagement with mission partners, USNORTHCOM and 
supporting cyber forces could participate in stakeholders' meetings and working groups 
to review and update their respective National cybersecurity incident response playbooks, 
orders, and campaign plans. The primary aims of the C3 SCAN are to 1) identify DoD cyber 
advocates and opponents; 2) build trust and a shared understanding amongst stakeholders 
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regarding cyber authorities, capabilities, and equities; and 3) identify and register stake-
holders’ concerns and DSCIR requirements. Due to increasing cyber threats posed by malign 
actors, especially Russia and China, national and international networks’ vulnerabilities and 
complex interrelationships demand immediate coordinated action at all levels.82 Collabora-
tion and work should also center on discovering and capitalizing on shared equities and 
interests to build more resilient relationships for crisis management. For example, in 2018, 
the NIAC provided the National Security Council with whole-of-nation response recommen-
dations for improving US ability to prepare for and recover from catastrophic power outages, 
as depicted in Figure 5.83 

Figure 5. National Infrastructure Advisory Council Recommendations for Surviving a Catastrophic Power Outage, December 201884 

Over time, USNORTHCOM and supporting cyber forces will improve their credibility with 
constituents and stakeholders. They should exercise and rehearse the communications mech-
anisms identified within the C3 SCAN during table-top and large-scale exercises such as CISA's 
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biennial Cyber Storm exercise and other whole-of-nation exercises.85 After these events,  
USNORTHCOM should review and refine the C3 SCAN's communications means, capabili-
ties, and authorities. Additionally, the Command should update all cyber-related orders and 
directives and continuously exchange liaison officers with USCYBERCOM, DHS/CISA, and 
DOJ/FBI. Finally, DoD key leader engagements should engender creative ideas and discus-
sions, bolster buy-in, and create greater transparency between stakeholders. Organizing and 
conducting these liaison events ahead of time is one method of mitigating the effects of in-
tractable crises, even if the scope and scale of a future complex catastrophe are unknown.86

CONCLUSION
As revisionist powers seek to disrupt the international order and conduct operations below 

the level of armed conflict, including cyber-attacks, DoD must effectively position its cyber 
forces and capabilities to defend against cyber-attacks before they hit the homeland.87 An 
attack against the U.S. power grid could result in multiple failures in life-sustaining infra-
structure and significantly impact Joint Force power-projection capabilities.88 Accordingly, 
USNORTHCOM must work closely with USCYBERCOM to collaborate with CISA and other 
federal and non-federal stakeholders’ cyber authorities, capabilities, and equities to posture 
DoD cyber forces to respond with speed and agility. Current federal cyber laws, such as the 
Defense Production Act, Federal Power Act, and others, may hinder USNORTHCOM and sup-
porting cyber forces’ ability to conduct cyberspace operations in defense of the homeland. 
However, several titles in the U.S. Code (e.g., Title 10, 32, 50) and recent years’ NDAAs equip 
the USNORTHCOM Commander to effectively command and control cyber defensive opera-
tions and support USCYBERCOM’s offensive operations (e.g., joint targeting) before, during, 
and after a complex catastrophe.89 Still, close partnerships and education must continuously 
occur to deconflict or clarify conflicts or inconsistencies in the numerous laws and U.S. Code.  

As the supported command during complex catastrophes within CONUS, USNORTHCOM 
must possess a shared understanding of command relationships, cyber authorities, and ca-
pabilities with USCYBERCOM before, during, and after a complex cyber-attack. Well-coordi-
nated national cybersecurity response planning will enable USNORTHCOM to validate plans 
and orders, enumerate and prioritize mission-relevant terrain in cyberspace, and ensure 
DSCIR readiness.90 Preparation should include USNORTHCOM routinely exchanging liaison 
officers with USCYBERCOM, CISA, and the FBI and leveraging Title 10 and 32 authorities 
to activate National Guard and Reserve forces to prepare DoD organizations and personnel 
for their roles in these crises. Overall, the combined authorities, capabilities, and insights of 
USCYBERCOM, NSA, and the National Manager are a force-multiplier in enabling USNORTH-
COM, CISA, and DoD cyber forces to thwart complex cyber-attacks. 

Finally, tools such as the DoD C3 SCAN could enable the USNORTHCOM and USCYBER-
COM Commanders and cyber forces to orchestrate CISA, interagency, intelligence commu-
nity, public, and private sector cyber authorities, capabilities, and equities in a complex 
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catastrophe to plan and prioritize DSCIR options. In 1942, innovative civil-military collabora-
tion enabled the U.S. military to partner with the newly established Civil Air Patrol to protect 
America's sea lanes, defend against and deter future U-Boat attacks, and thwart Germany’s 
Operation Drumbeat.91 Similarly, the combined authorities, capabilities, and partnerships 
of DoD, CISA, the FBI, and the public and private sector can enable cyber forces to thwart 
asymmetric attacks against the homeland.   
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